AUTOMATED DISCRIMINATION

SHOW ME IMAGES me images of attractive people.

When Artificial Intelligence image generators such as Dall-E and Stable Diffusion are asked to generate photos of “attractive people,” the only thing that comes up is pages upon pages of fair skinned women and men.

What about toys in Iraq?

The page reloads, and dozens of images pop up of toy soldiers wielding AK-47s and RPGs.

Humans are smart enough to know that not all attractive people are white and that Iraq has toys other than just soldiers, but this is an instance in which racial bias in AI reveals its shortcomings in tech development. Many of these models are developed by Western companies, and thus the data they use to train these AI tools mirrors Western views and biases.

It’s time to re-examine how AI tools are made and what data they’re using to jump to these racist conclusions. As AI technology becomes more a part of our day-to-day lifestyles, the far-reaching global impact of racism in AI development stands to only worsen. It demonstrates the importance of prioritizing diversity in AI software development and technology in general.

Examples like the ones above show us how racial bias can affect how AI tools function. The bias isn’t the fault of the AI tool itself; it’s a disturbing result of the tool’s development. A generator’s bias stems from the data used to learn — in this case, race-related information — and when the data lacks diversity, the results will too according to Angle Bush — founder of technology and diversity organization Black Women in AI. To remedy this, we need more diverse data used to train AI models.

Incomplete or skewed data reveals the need to heavily consider diversity when programming such models. Theoretically, biased AI could have devastating effects on people of color’s finances, education, housing and more.

It’s no longer theoretical. Right now, we’re witnessing the concerning effects of bias in AI development in the real world. Housing discrimination is a prime example. It’s no secret that applying for mortgages and high-end rental properties has been skewed against people of color in the past due to redlining and other racist practices in housing.

UC Berkeley Schools of Business and Law report that people of color applying to purchase or refinance homes are overcharged millions of dollars, and the American Civil Liberties Union reports that Black and Latino tenants are denied at much higher rates than white tenants. This is due to the Western AI models that large banks and property managers are beginning to employ for automating financing and applications for these processes that suggest anti-Black and anti-Latino bias.

Despite monumental strides made to remedy this like the passing of the Fair Housing Act, this progress is completely undone as we see biases carry over into the housing industry at the advent of AI.

So whether it’s AI job recruiters selecting Latino men for janitorial positions more often than their white counterparts or websites consistently pushing criminal record search ads more frequently to users with historically Black-sounding names, the impact of racial bias in AI is already here and starting to have startling effects according to Forbes.

The essential question isn’t how AI will be implemented, but who it’ll benefit.

Since these problems aren’t the fault of the AI and instead of the developers and data, diversity in data sets is a simple solution to the problem. However, when diversity isn’t one of the first things being considered as tech develops, we often run into problems like these. It’s high time we started making diversity paramount in the tech world.

Diversity should be a central consideration in all fields — including technology — instead of just an afterthought.

AI is a fascinating new tool marking the beginning of unimagined societal advancements, but it also has the potential to further entrench minority groups into discrimination of the past. Let’s make sure we accomplish the former and minimize the latter.

Staying in contact with your representatives through email, phone and protest is essential for creating AI governing legislation. Additionally, staying up-to-date on news and making your voice heard is the key to making sure tools like AI are used to maximize positive progress instead of setting people of color back.

AI has the power to move us into the future, let’s not let it leave us in the past.
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VIRTUAL BIAS

AI-generated images for popular prompts demonstrating racial bias through responses generated with DALL-E & STABLE DIFFUSION

prompt: “ATTRACTIVE PEOPLE”

prompt: “TOYS IN IRAQ”